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Summary
The electrical Bioimpedance (BIA) methodology to determine 

body fat percentage (% FM) uses prediction equations developed 
in specific populations; which when applied in a population other 
than the one that have been generated, show an inaccurate behavior 
and its validity is questionable. The objective of this research was to 
analyze the behavior of a new equation to predict body fat mass from 
Bioimpedance in Chilean adults over a wide range of age and body 
mass index [1]. A cross-sectional analytical study was carried out 
on adult volunteers of sexes, aged 18-64 years and BMI of 18.5-34.9 
kg/ m2. The % FM was estimated using BODYSTAT - QuadScan 4000 
multifrequency BIA equipment; which was compared with the % FM 
determined by the new equation, through the statistical analyzes of 
Student’s t and Pearson’s R. Statistical tests indicate that there are 
no significant differences in the% FM estimated by both methods. 
The average body fat estimated by the formula inserted in the BIA 
equipment was 26.09 ± 8.84 % FM and the average when using the 
new formula of 25.89 ± 8.21 % FM. Nevertheless; the formula inserted 
in the electrical bioimpedance equipment would tend to overestimate 
the percentage of body fat in male subjects and to underestimate it 
in females. It is indispensable to submit the equation of Schifferli 
and collaborators to a validation process in an independent sample, 
in order to definitively determine its behavior against the reference 
method used in its formulation. This research can only suggest 
differences in fat estimation with respect to a BIA equipment currently 
available in the market.
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Introduction
 In Chile, 67% of the Chilean populations over 15 years 
old are overweight and 25.1% are obese [2]. Obesity is a chronic 
disease characterized by an increase in body fat, with a strong 
association with hypertension, dyslipidemia, type 2 diabetes, car-
diovascular diseases and some types of cancer. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) defines cut-off points for overweight and 
obesity as 25 kg/ m2 and 30 kg/ m2, respectively; however, there 
is growing evidence that these cut-off values are not valid for all 
populations, since it is the amount of body fat, rather than the 

amount of excess weight, that determines the health risks associ-
ated with obesity [3].
 Traditionally, anthropometric criteria based on weight, 
height and Body Mass Index (BMI) have been used to define obe-
sity and to evaluate body composition at the health care level. 
However, this indicator does not discriminate between Fat Mass 
(FM) and Fat Free Mass (FFM) and furthermore; its accuracy is 
affected by sex, race and age. In the Chilean population, cut-off 
points for obesity according to the percentage of fat mass cor-
respond to BMI values below 30 kg/ m2 [4]. It is essential to de-
termine body composition in individuals because of the need to 
evaluate changes in nutritional status, which can affect body re-
serves differently [5].
 Thus, Bioimpedance (BIA) analysis has become very im-
portant for the estimation of the percentage of fat mass (% FM), 
since it is a technique that focuses on the study of body composi-
tion at the cellular level, allowing the discrimination of the Fatty 
tissues and those free of fat [6]. BIA, is a method characterized 
by simplicity in its measurement protocol, non-invasiveness, 
rapid administration, equipment portability and minimum inter 
observer variability [7,8]. Its use in biological systems (such as 
humans) is based on the principle that body tissues behave as 
conductors of electrical and / or dielectric (insulation) depending 
on their composition. Thus, non-fatty tissues, Intracellular Fluid 
(ICS) and Extracellular Fluid (ECF) are very good conductors; and 
in turn the bone tissue behaves as an insulation because of its 
minimal percentage of water [9,10].
 Nevertheless; the body fat mass measurements per-
formed by BIA show a low sensitivity to identify subjects with 
excess adiposity; (BMI > 30 Kg/m2) [5,6,11]. A concordance be-
tween a BMI of 30 and the desirable maximum value of fat mass 
was observed in Chilean men. However, in women an acceptable 
level of adiposity was observed with values of much lower BMI (< 
26 kg/m2) [5]. BIA implies the use of prediction equations, which 
are based on specific populations, the main limitation being their 
origin in studies with Caucasian populations and their validity is 
questionable when applied to different populations in which it 
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has been generated [12-15].
 Several studies have shown that, when using BIA equa-
tions developed in different populations to which it is going to be 
applied, the result has been inconsistent [16-18]. It is relevant, 
then, to join the international recommendations, which establish 
that the equation selected to predict body fat mass should be the 
most appropriate for the group of subjects to be studied [19]. 
This means that its origin is from a population similar to that in 
which it is to be applied or of a population sufficiently heteroge-
neous in race, age and BMI, to be universally usable [4,20-22].
 It is interesting to analyze the behavior of the new equa-
tion to estimate body fat, formulated by Schifferli, et al. in a new 
sample and in front of a multi-frequency BIA team [1]. This equa-
tion was made using data from a single-frequency BIA device and 
the concordance with the fat mass of Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry 
(DXA) as gold standard; however, it should be noted that this is 
not a validation of the formula, since this must be done by com-
paring the information with the same reference method used ini-
tially.

Methods
 A cross-sectional analytical study was carried out in a 
convenience sample of adult volunteers of both sexes between 
April and November 2011. The sample size (n) corresponded to 
120 subjects with the objective of equipping the sample of the 
initial study.
 Inclusion criteria were: age from 18 to 64 years, Body 
Mass Index (BMI) between 18.5 to 34.9 kg / m2 (normal nutri-
tional status, overweight and type I obesity), excluding patholo-
gies that altered their balance Hydro electrolytic, and those that 
met one or more of the following criteria were excluded from the 
study: individuals with diseases with edema (Renal Insufficiency, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Hepatic Insufficiency, Venous Insuffi-
ciency of Lower Extremities) who were on treatment with drugs 
that could alter the Hydro electrolytic balance (corticoids, Amlo-
dipine, diuretics), cardiac pacemaker, metal prosthesis in limbs 
or vertebral column and subjects with amputation in limbs. In the 
case of women, those in the premenstrual or luteal phase (7 days 
before the menstrual cycle) and pregnant women were excluded.
 Measurements were performed at the Nutrition Assess-
ment Laboratory of the Universidad Santo Tomás, Temuco). The 
ambient conditions (privacy) and temperature of the place were 
optimum. It is emphasized that subjects were in fasting condition 
at the time of measurement (4 hours prior).
 All volunteers signed informed consent, which was 
approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Universidad Santo 
Tomás.
 The weight (kg) was measured, using a scale; Brand 
SECA model 220 with an accuracy of 50 g. This was previously 
calibrated correctly. Each of the subjects were barefoot and with 
a minimum of clothing (shirt and pants).
 The measurement of height (m) was made by a rod 
height incorporated in the same scale, with precision of 5 mm, 
with the subject barefoot. The measurement was taken in Frank-
furt position and in inspiration. In addition it was ensured that 
the heels were absolutely deposited on the basis of the balance 

and the knees fully extended.
 The waist circumference (cm) was measured with a 
SECA model 201 ergonomic tape measure. The measurement was 
made at the midpoint between the lower costal ridge and the iliac 
crest.
 The BIA analysis of the subjects was performed with a 
BODYSTAT four-quadrupole quad-polar  bioimpedanciometer-
model QuadScan 4000 - 800 µA and 50 KHz; Under conditions 
previously informed to each of the participants; At least four 
hours since the last food intake (solid and liquid) and with empty 
urinary bladder, without alcohol intake 48 hours before the test, 
without having exercised intensely 12 hours prior to the exam 
and without diuretic intake 7 days Before the test. The subjects 
were in light clothing, without jewelry or metal elements. They 
lay on a stretcher in a supine position with legs apart and arms 
relaxed at the side of the body and without contact with the trunk 
(30 °). Because the fluid level changes throughout the day and 
when changing posture; the measurement was carried out after 
having been lying down for about 3 to 5 minutes. Fat Mass (FM), 
Fat Free Mass (FFM) in kg and resistance value in ohms (ohms) 
was measured. These estimates were made using a mathematical 
model included in the equipment by the manufacturer.
 From the data obtained through the anthropometric 
evaluation and by the BIA of the subjects, FM was estimated ac-
cording to the formula constructed by Schifferli, et al. [1].
 Subsequently, the individuals of the sample were again 
classified into two subgroups; those who had normal FM and 
those who showed an excess o (men up to 20% and women up to 
30% FM) in order to evaluate the behavior of the new equation 
versus BIA according to body fat mass level. In addition, behavior 
in men and women.

Statistical Analysis
 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was applied to each of 
the variables involved, with the objective of identifying the de-
gree of adjustment to normality. Then; Those variables that did 
not behave normally; were normalized with the logarithm and 
/ or range method as appropriate. In order to establish if there 
were significant differences between the body composition vari-
ables estimated by BIA (formula inserted in the apparatus) and 
by the proposed equation, the Pearson’s and Student’s t methods 
were applied. In order to identify the behavior of the equation 
inserted in the BIA apparatus and the new equation proposed 
for Chilean population, the Student t test was performed and fi-
nally, to establish the behavior of the new equation in the differ-
ent groups of the sample differentiated by the variables sex and 
nutritional status, the Student t test was performed [1]. We used 
the SPSS software for Windows, version 11.5 in Spanish.

Results 
 A total of 138 subjects of both sexes were included in 
this study. 43% were men (60) and 57% (78) were women, aged 
between 19 and 64 years. The characteristics of the sample are 
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1:Characteristics of the study population

Variables Minimum 
value

Maximum 
value

Half
Typical 

deviation

Age (years) 18 64 34.99 11.87

Weight (kg) 40 110.3 71.33 13.03

Height (m) 1.45 1.88 1.64 0.08

BMI (kg/m2) 18.5 34.9 26.52 3.96

FM BIA (%) 3 44.1 26.99 8.84

FFM BIA (kg) 26.4 80.8 52.60 11.06

FFM Formula 
(Kg)

33.57 78.91 52.75 10.70

FM Formula (%) 5.68 39.12 25.89 8.21

There were no significant differences (p = 0.870) for FM esti-
mated by BIA (% FM BIA = 26.99 ± 8.84%) compared to the FM 
estimated by the new formula (% FM Formula = 25.89 ± 8.21 %). 
The degree of correlation between the two measurements (% FM 
BIA and% FM Formula) was R = 0.929, which shows a positive 
correlation between FM BIA and FM estimated by the formula for 
Chilean population (Figures 1 and 2). There was also no signifi-
cant difference between FM BIA (31.78 ± 6.5%) in relation to FM 
estimated by the formula (31.74 ± 4.7%) in females (p = 0.782). 
Similar results were obtained for men, with a value of p = 0.670, 
with an FM value of 18.69 ± 5.2% estimated by BIA and 18.29 ± 
4.9% estimated by the formula of Schifferli, et al.  In addition, the 
behavior of the new equation was evaluated in comparison to the 
equation inserted in the BIA equipment according to the nutri-
tional status of the subjects in the sample.

Figure 1: Correlation between FM evaluated by BODYSTAT - QuadScan 
4000 and MG Bioimpedance by formula Schifferli, et al. [1]; According 
to Pearson’s R method

Figure 2: Correlation between FM averages by Bioimpedance BODYS-
TAT - QuadScan 4000 and FM by Formula Schifferli, et al. [1]; According 
to Pearson’s R method

The Student t test was performed for independent samples; (BMI 
< 25 kg/m2 and BMI > 25 kg/m2) showed a behavior of normal fit 
according to the Kolmogorov Smirnov test with values of signifi-
cance ≥ 0.05 (significance = 0.2 And significance = 0.072 respec-
tively). In volunteers with normal nutritional status (BMI 18.5 
to 24.9 kg/m2), there were no significant differences between 
the estimated FM for the new formula and FM BIA (p = 0.447). 
FM BIA was 21.9 ± 7.5% and that obtained by the new formula 
was 22.23 ± 7.9%. There were no significant differences in body 
fat percentage (p = 0.516) in the overweight and obesity type I 
(BMI > 25 kg/m2) when comparing FM BIA with the formula of 
Schifferli, et al. In this group, FM BIA was 28.46 ± 8.7% and 27.97 
± 7.7% FM of the formula.
 Subsequently, the individuals of the sample were again 
classified into two subgroups; those who had normal FM and 
those who showed an excess of FM (men up to 20% and women 
up to 30%). With this, the number of subjects according to the 
formula of the BIA team and the formula of Schifferli and collabo-
rators were identified within each group. By means of the equa-
tion inserted in the BIA apparatus; 67 subjects were recognized 
with normal FM and 71 with excess FM, whereas the new formula 
identified with normal FM 61 subjects and 77 with excess FM. 
Both formulas coincide in the identification of 57 subjects with 
normal FM and in 67 subjects with excess adiposity; However, 10 
subjects who are classified with levels above those recommended 

Table 2: Normality and Excess of FM according to BODYSTAT – 
QuadScan

BIA 
Normality

BIA Excessive 
Adiposity Total

Formula Normality 25 0 25

Excessive 
Adiposity Formula 7 46 53

Total 32 46 78
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according to the formula of Schifferli, et al. are recognized by the 
BIA team with normal FM levels and 4 of the subjects that accord-
ing to the BIA formula have excess of FM, with The new formula is 
categorized with normal ranges of body fat (Table 2).
 When making the distinctions according to sex of the 
individuals; As shown in Table 3; By means of the formula BIA; 32 
subjects classified within normal ranges of FM and 46 with levels 
above those recommended for women (> 30% FM) and according 
to the formula proposed for Chilean population; 25 female indi-
viduals had a normal fat mass percentage and 53 of them had a 
level above the acceptable level. 7 women who according to the 
BIA formula are within normality, through the new equation are 
catalogs with excess of FM. In male subjects; According to the for-
mula BIA; 35 of them had normal FM and 25 FM in excess (FM > 
20%); unlike the equation of Schifferli, et al. which classifies 36 
men with normal levels and 24 with excess of FM; Therefore, 3 of 
the subjects that according to the BIA equation present normal-
ity of FM, are identified with the new equation with excess of FM 
(Table 4).

Table 3:Normality and Excess of FM in female subjects;  According 
to bio-pedometer BODYSTAT - QuadScan 4000 and % FM formula 
Schifferli et al., 2011.

BIA Normality
BIA Excessive 

Adiposity
Total

Formula 
Normality

57 4 61

Excessive 
Adiposity 
Formula

10 67 77

Total 67 71 138

Table 4:Normal and Excess Adipose Tissue in male subjects; Accord-
ing to bio-pedometer BODYSTAT - QuadScan 4000 and% FM formula 
Schifferli et al., 2011.

BIA Nor-
mality

BIA Excessive 
Adiposity

Total

Formula 
Normality

32 4 36

Excessive 
Adiposity Formula

3 21 24

Total 35 25 60

Discussions
 The new formula designed for Chilean population by 
Schifferli and collaborators during the year 2010; to predict body 
fat mass over a wide range of age and body mass index, is the 
first experience that has been developed in our country using the 
methodology of electrical bioimpedance. In the Americas, simi-
lar experiences in Mexico, Brazil and the United States stand out 
[5,23,24].

 The current epidemic of excess malnutrition affecting a 
large part of the world population and its associated association 
with chronic non communicable diseases has contributed to the 
need to focus the interest of the research community on the study 
of body composition. This importance rests; because the param-
eters used up to now, such as body weight, height and body mass 
index, only report global variations of the body, without sepa-
rating changes attributable to fat, muscle, skeletal or body fluid 
changes [25].
 The bioelectrical impedance analysis is a fast, portable, 
non-invasive procedure, of little technical difficulty, low cost, low 
intra observer and inter observer variability and also safe. It has 
been positioned as a useful technique both for studies at the indi-
vidual level and at the epidemiological or population level, since 
it has been shown to be more closely related in the detection of 
obesity than the body mass index [26].
 Some of the questions that BIA has, is that the predic-
tion equations used to estimate body compartments are based on 
mathematical models developed by statistical procedures and on 
assumptions about relations or inter compartimental constants; 
Such as hydration of lean tissue (73%); variable that may change 
depending on various factors such as age, sex and ethnicity of the 
individuals evaluated [27]. Further; that these equations have 
been formulated using reference samples to population groups 
of the Caucasus; which have particular characteristics; and there-
fore when applied to different population groups exhibit an inac-
curate behavior [16-18,28].
 The current trend and following the international rec-
ommendations, is to design equations, which use electric bio-
impedance; in the population group in which they are to be used, 
responding to the physiological characteristics prevailing in this 
group. The equation constructed by Schifferli, et al has been for-
mulated using the Dual X-Ray Absorptiometry (DEXA), consid-
ered as a standard technique to compare other methods, taking 
into account the difficulties in accessing multi compartmental 
models that manage to fragment the organism into three or more 
compartments [29]. Added to this; the independent or predic-
tive variables used in the mathematical model (sex, age, weight, 
height, resistance and resistance index) are the ones that show 
the highest biological and statistical correlation with the depen-
dent variable, which is intended to be measured; in this case the 
fat-free mass [30-33] and indirectly determining the percentage 
of body fat.
 It was evidenced that there were no significant differ-
ences between the FM estimated by the BIA team and the new 
formula. This result was not initially expected, fundamentally due 
to the fact that the new equation was constructed using an inter-
nationally recognized reference method [34,35] and at the same 
time; the characteristics prevailing in the study population were 
highlighted with the inclusion of those predictor variables that 
best correlate with the estimation of the fat free mass; by means 
of the stepwise statistical method. Nevertheless; this result could 
be due to the fact that during the formulation of the equation of 
Schifferli and collaborators; a single-frequency BIA device (Bio-
dynamics, model 310) was used that uses a total induction fre-
quency of 50 Khz for Total Body Water (TBW) estimates. At this 
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frequency the penetration of electrical current into the Intracel-
lular Space (ICS) is incomplete [12,36], which leads to inaccura-
cies in the prediction of body compartments.
 The BIA equipment used in this research was multifre-
quency, where the electric current is able to move around the cells 
at low frequencies (1-5 KHz) and penetrate the interior of them 
at high frequencies (100-200 Khz); allowing more reliable esti-
mations of TBW, FFM and percentage of body fat mass, since the 
dielectric effects of cell membranes are ignored [37,38]. Which 
leads to suggest; that the multi-frequency electric bioimpedance 
equipment used here shows a better accuracy in the prediction of 
FM than the single-frequency equipment used initially; showing 
a greater correlation with the reference method. This situation; 
it is still controversial in international publications; since some 
of them conclude that multifrequency bioelectrical impedance 
when performing an assessment with different current intensi-
ties favors a more accurate estimation of the different compart-
ments of body water than single-frequency equipment [39,40]. 
This is how Jaffrin, suggests the use of this type of equipment for 
the estimation of body fluids; especially the extracellular fluid 
[38]. In addition, it points out that, although such devices are 
consistent with the DXA methodology, they behave inaccurately 
in subjects with low and overweight; agreeing with Verdich and 
collaborators that in 2011; when comparing the multifrequency 
equipment against a reference method; they obtain that BIA by 
means of the equation inserted by the manufacturer overesti-
mates the free mass of fat and fat mass in an average of 1 to 3 kg in 
relation to DXA and for which; when used in the individual moni-
toring of patients; can lead to significant errors, recommending 
it. Thus only to evaluate changes in the body composition of large 
groups of individuals [41]. Finally; the study published by Pérez 
et al shows that the BODYSTAT-QuadScan 4000 multifrequency 
BIA device has the highest intraindividual variability (3.7%) in 
predicting body fat mass when compared with single-frequency 
analyzers; who present a variability of 3.5 and 3.3% for TBF-300 
and BF300, respectively [42].
 A second reason that may justify the lack of sig-
nificant differences between the two measurements (% FM 
BIA and% FM formula) is that the BIA methodology presents 
limitations inherent to the principles on which it is based, as-
suming that the explorations must be performed Under cer-
tain standardized conditions; makes the results dependent 
on the population in which they are performed [16,17,43]. 
 Observing the behavior of the new equation; In rela-
tion to the nutritional status of the participants (normopeso or 
excess malnutrition, according to BMI ranks), it is verified once 
again that there are no significant differences between the two 
methods in the prediction of FM; however, assuming that the new 
formula proposed by Schifferli, et al. has a greater accuracy in 
the prediction of FM in Chilean population, the formula inserted 
in the BIA team would tend to underestimate the percentage of 
body fat in people with a normal nutritional state and on the con-
trary would tend to overestimate body fat mass in subjects with 
excess malnutrition. This is contrary to that reported by Sun et 
al. and Erselcan et al. who indicate; that electrical bioimpedance 
tends to overestimate the percentage of body fat in thin subjects 

and to underestimate it in obese subjects; there is a high concor-
dance between the technique of electrical bioimpedance and a 
reference method only when working with subjects who present 
a nutritional state eutrophic [41,44].
 Finally, when stratifying individuals according to their 
percentage of body fat (SEEDO, 2007); In those with normal FM 
and excess FM, the results show that both the formula inserted 
in the BIA equipment and the formula of Schifferli, et al., coincide 
only in the categorization of 57 subjects with normal ranges (of 
fat the 67 identified by BIA and 61 by the new formula) (Table 
2). The same happens if attention is focused on individuals with 
excess of FM, since both methods agree on the identification of 67 
individuals (out of 71 identified by BIA and 77 by the new formu-
la). This shows that some of the evaluated subjects do not obtain 
a correct diagnosis of FM, since BIA classifies 10 individuals in 
acceptable levels of adiposity whereas the new formula identi-
fies them with ranges on the normality. Similarly; the formula of 
Schifferli and collaborators identifies 4 of the subjects with rang-
es over the recommended as opposed to BIA that stratifies them 
within the recommended physiological levels.
 The formula inserted in the BIA team tends to under-
estimate the FM in the individuals evaluated unlike the formula 
of Schifferli et al. If the same procedure is repeated, now distin-
guishing the sex of the individuals; both of which agree on the 
identification of 25 female subjects with normal levels of FM and 
32 subjects (out of the 32 identified by BIA and 25 from the for-
mula for Chilean population), and in 46 subjects (out of 46 identi-
fied by BIA and 53 by Schifferli, et al. ) with excess of FM 7 of the 
subjects evaluated have a misdiagnosis of FM, since BIA identifies 
them in ranges of normality and the new formula positions them 
with ranges in excess. In the case of men, a similar situation oc-
curs since the two formulas coincide in the categorization of 32 
subjects (of the 35 recognized by BIA and 36 by the new formula) 
with normal ranges of FM and in 21 with excess of FM of the 25 
identified by BIA and 24 by the new formula); being 7 individuals 
that do not possess a correct categorization, since to 3 of them 
BIA identifies them with normal FM levels and the proposed for-
mula with excess adiposity; and 4 are recognized with normal 
ranges of FM by Schifferli’s formula and collaborate and with ex-
cessive adiposity by the formula of the BIA team.
 As for these results; the logic leads to propose that 
the formula inserted in the electrical bioimpedance equipment 
(BODYSTAT QuadScan - 4000), would tend to overestimate FM in 
male subjects and to underestimate it in female subjects. Which; 
agrees with the context described by Schifferli and collaborators 
(2011); during the formulation of this new formula; but only in 
the case of female individuals; where the BIA formula tended 
to underestimate the percentage of fat mass when compared to 
DXA. In men; the BIA formula also tended to underestimate the 
percentage of body fat; but this situation is not confirmed by the 
results of this work; on the contrary, they show different direc-
tions in the estimation of fat mass.
 If publications are reviewed in this regard, the literature 
agrees with the general results obtained through this research; 
establishing that the prediction equations inserted in the electri-
cal bioimpedance equipment; they underestimate the percentage 
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of body fat; when they are evaluated populations that defend in 
their physiological characteristics to those in which they were 
designed. Bottaro, Heyward and Escobar make it clear that the 
equation of the BIA equipment used by them; underestimated 
body fat percentage by 4.2% versus a reference method (DXA); so 
it should not be used in healthy Brazilian population [43]. Similar 
to the experience of Dittmar and Reber; who consider that the 
BIA equations show large errors in predicting fat free mass com-
pared to the K40 count method and that they can only provide ac-
curate estimates of TBW (and hence FFM) in people with normal 
weight ; but not in subjects with excess malnutrition. Likewise; 
Bell and McClure found that BIA equipment would tend to under-
estimate the TBW content as the body volume of water increased; 
obtaining on average a difference of 0.7 liters in the TBW estima-
tion as opposed to the deuterium oxide dilution method [24,45]. 
These differences are also appreciated depending on the ethnic 
origin of the subjects; Jakicic, Wing and Lang verified that a BIA 
equation for the population with obesity underestimated FFM in 
subjects of Caucasian origin in 0.9 to 3.1 kg and, on the contrary, 
overestimated FFM in African-American subjects In 1.2 to 2.8 kg 
[46]. As with Deurenberg-Yap, et al. they showed that the bioelec-
trical impedance technique systematically underestimated the 
percentage of body fat by 3% in both men and women of Asian 
origin; when using equations developed with a Caucasian popula-
tion Rush, et al. [47,48,14].
 Following the recommendations at the international 
level, the most appropriate to achieve assessments of the body 
composition of a population in an accurate and free of bias; 
when using the BIA methodology; Is the construction of predic-
tion equations; That can respond to the particular characteristics 
of that population (what in our country was already achieved 
thanks to the research of Schifferli and collaborators, 2011) [14]. 
At the same time, they must undergo a cross-validation process; 
in a different sample to which it was designed to later counteract 
the results obtained against a reference method [22]. The great 
task that arises therefore; and in view of the contradictory results 
of the behavior of the new equation in the sample evaluated here; 
Is that in the near future; the equation of the above mentioned 
researchers; be validated, in order to evaluate its behavior and 
applicability to the rest of the population; to finally be used as a 
more accurate method in determining the percentage of body fat 
in Chilean individuals.
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